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the impressions were vivid, life-like, true. Study the merci-
lessly precise drawings of Cavaliere Andrea Mantegna, the
Lombard, pupil of Squarcione, who painted for the Lord
Innocent P.P. VIII that chapel on the Belvedere which
was destroyed by the Lord Pius P.P. VI, and who won his
knighthood by painting for the Marquess Don Francesco
de Gonzaga of Mantua. Study the works of Messer Luca
Signorelli, "the first and last painter except Michelangelo
to use the body without sentiment, without voluptuousness,
without any secondary intention whatsoever, as the su-
preme decorative principle" (Symonds* Renascence) ;who,
having had killed at Cortona his young and splendid son,
stripped the body naked, and, with iron nerve, painted from
it during a day and a night, "that he might be able, through
the work of his own hand, to contemplate that which nature
had given him, but which an adverse fortune had taken
away." (Vasari.) Above all, study Messer Alessandro
Filipepi (detto Botticelli), who, having finished the chapel
of the Lord Xystus P.P. IV, was back again in Florence,
painting for Lorenzo de' Medici. How many of the Media
he put into his pictures we never shall know; but if ever a
painter painted from the life Alessandro Filipepi was that
painter; and, with a little sympathetic ingenuity, one can
trace at least a single precious portrait through his pic-
tures, and into the pictures of another and more conven-
tional painter; and, in this way, learn what like was one
very prominent personality of the Borgian Era, as nai$t
peiQaKtov, otdsvvyg, £<^'/?o£, av$Q6$. Study the angel-boys
and San Giambattista in the round Madonna of the Na-
tional Gallery and the round Coronation o£ Madonna at
the Uffizi. Study the Hermes Ptenopedilos in the Prima-
vera that Botticelli painted on the verses of Lucretius Cams
(737-740) as a setting for a portrait of an unknown lady
of the House of Medici. And study the limber San Sebas-
tiano at Berlin. Then study murdered Giuliano's bastard,
the Lord Giulio de5 Medici, Archbishop of Florence, Knight

